
God’s Love is Real

This year is the fiftieth anniversary of the amalgamation of Grace and

Westminster churches. A blessing indeed! The Bible wrestles with an ancient equation:

well-being is a sign of God’s favour, illness a sign of God’s curse. This truism dominates

Proverbs and other Hebrew Scriptures, including many psalms. We know from the

gospels that it was just as active in the time of Jesus. Most cultures assume that when

bad things happen, they have an external cause that may be aided (or thwarted) by an

internal condition. For example, bad sorcery may bring sudden illness upon a person

whose own life, or their clan kindred, has been compromised by some form of sacrilege

or law-breaking. The only hope is to correct that sacrilege and thus withdraw the venom

of the curse. But then there is the other side of  the equation, - what about when bad

things happen to good people as the book by Harold Kushner asked.

Today is our annual meeting when we look back over the previous year and

maybe look with longing to the year ahead. What signs of God’s favour do you look for?

What do you hope we will accomplish in the next year here? What would we do if we

suddenly had 100 children in our Sunday School? What would we do if we had to park

4 or 5 blocks away because there were 400 people at worship every Sunday? Would

we see it as God’s blessing or God’s curse? What does it mean to be “blessed” by

God?

While we know that lifestyle choices such as exercise, fresh fruit and vegetables,

junk food, and smoking can contribute to good or poor health, sometimes we seem not

to have moved far in our thinking, even with our knowledge of the role of germs and

viruses. It is still too easy for some to blame the individuals themselves for their ill

health; to see AIDS as a sign of divine punishment (as it was in the early eighties) for
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example, or to condemn others for poor nutrition choices when in reality because they

are living with poverty they have few options and little information. Psalm 107 which we

just read is a part of a prayer of thanksgiving for God’s steadfast and restorative love. It

does not focus on the cause of hardship, but on the restoration of those who have been

victims of suffering. Regardless of the source, we know that God cares deeply. The

psalmist is boldly claiming into a culture of sorcery and mischance that God’s priority is

our health; our wholeness, not our harm.

As your minister, I am privileged to often get the thanks that you so richly

deserve. Just this past week after our film evening which we share through the Yorkton

Film Festival, a woman from the community came up to me and said, “Thanks so much

for doing this! I think it is wonderful that we can come here and experience such a

variety of topics and have such wonderful presentations.” Countless times, twelve-step

group leaders will say to me, “Thank you so much for giving us a space to meet each

week. It means so much to us that we can gather here.” Or the heartfelt thanks from the

family who, doesn’t necessarily have a church connection but, is able to have a

celebration of life for a beloved family member because you share my time with those

who are in need of connecting with the spiritual side of life. I could go on and on, but I

think that even in these small ways we are daily being blessed by God, receiving God’s

favour. I also hope, that we are also God’s blessing to others. It is easy when we move

to the format of our meeting, to get caught up in worrying about numbers, numbers of

people “in the pews”, or the numbers representing our financial assets, because those

things seem concrete, we can count them. But I don’t think it is possible for us to count

the number of blessings God bestows on us, and through us to countless others,

because we are here and are seeking to share the good news, to enter into and share
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the presence of the Holy.

In the lectionary Bible Study this week we learned that Old English used one

word, halig, for what we now would use the words: holy, healthy, hallowed, whole, and

sound. Maybe by dividing that word into many we have lost a crucial insight. When we

see the gap between the way in which indigenous and non-indigenous people

understand health issues we might remember that truly holistic care takes spirit

seriously – spiritual wholeness in language, law, and land. In many ways as a

community of faith, that is what we are trying to bring to our world - spirit, along with the

desire to take spirit seriously. Maybe through our work together we can be the spirit that

the world so desperately needs right now, a spirit of love.

Even though we only read one of them today, all of the readings for this fourth

week in the Season of Lent deal with real love and real pain. Cancer is real. War is real.

Abuse is real. And as I look around me here today I also know that God’s love is real

because I see it lived out everyday. No matter how devastating and broken the

condition of life, God always works for healing, wholeness, and redemption. You and I

have the privilege and the honour being the face of God’s love here in the world. We

are further blessed in that we do not make this journey alone but are surrounded by

loving sisters and brothers who also make the journey with us. Thanks be to God.

Amen.
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